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WWII 194 l~ 1942~ l 943~ l 944~ 1945 9J 
Donald Eichelberger: (Recon . Patrol) 
188 Union Street, Stanton, PA, 16150-1328 
Volunteered for service after two brothers drafted. 
1943 - Christmas - Camp Houge, Gainseville, Texas. 
Usual - Army turkey dinner in a drab, bleek undecorated 
mess hall - No Santa Claus - From Texas to New Caledonia, 
relaxed by performing heavy duty with other replacements 
on to Guadalcanal for more character building heavy labor, 
joined 164th Recon. Patrol on Bougainville - Christmas -
while on a deep Recon patrol chopped down a small cedar 
tree. Enter contest , Christmas contest for the best decorated 
tent, waiting for Santa Claus. Gathered used tin cans and "C" 
ration cans along with spools of out-dated film . Decorated 
the tree and tent. Awarded first prize for best decorated tent 
for Christmas spirit, First Prize a full case of Australian Beer. 
1945 - December returned to U.S. - discharged. Christmas 
dinner with parents, in Hopewell, Bedford County, PA. No 
Australian beer. Santa Claus remembered to make quick stop. 
Eichelberger was awarded a Silver Star, for action in very 
successful patrol but that is another story. 
Raymond G. Maxson, (Service Co. 1, P.O. Box 415, Red 
Lake Falls, MN, 56750-0415) 
Ray Maxson & Tony Beer joined the 164th Infantry at about 
the same time in October, 1930, as Privates. They attended 
their first National Guard encampment at Camp Grafton, ND, 
both are 89 years old. 
1941 - Christmas - Service Company truck convoy from 
Cow Palace, San Fransisco - over the mountains to the Dell , 
Oregon to Umatilla, Oregon then to Walla, Washington. 
Headquarters, 164th - promoted to Warrent Officer in New 
Caledonia. 
1942 - Christmas - Guadalcanal. 
1943 - Hospitalized, Army Hospital ; Fiji Islands with 
diptheria. Other health problems resulted in medical 
evacuation to Army Hospital in Texas. 
1944 - Christmas - in hospital. 
1945 - Christmas - in the Army Stateside. 
1946 - Discharged; home in Devils Lake, ND. 
Maxson is in a nursing home recovering from a broken 
hip, he would appreciate hearing from old friends. 
Jack Simmons (H Company I Service Co.) 
1620 Pueblo Dr., Glendale, CA 91207 
1941 - Christmas - On a troop train to Umatilla, Oregon -
then on to Walla Walla, Washington, 164th Headquarters. 
1942 - Christmas - Gaudalcanal. 
1943 - Christmas - Bougainville; landed on Christmas 
Day. Don't recall Christmas dinner. 
(Editor's Note: As a 1st Sgt. of the Company you no 
doubt ate well.) 
continued on pg 2 
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Regimental Headquarters Co .. 
Left to Right: James Bruso, Sam Larson, unknown, Bernard 
Horwitz ,? ?unknown, Orval Volden, ? ?unknown, Santa 
Claus might be Elofson. 1 
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WWII 194 l~ 1942~ 1943~ 1944~ 1945? 
1944 - Christmas - December 2nd, Gamp Hood, Texas 
on to Officer Candidate School - Fort Benning, GA. 
1945- Christmas-Jamestown, ND; Married, December 
20th. (two Christmas' in 1945) at the 
brides parents, second at my 
parents. On to University of 
Minnesota, School of 
Forestry to become a tree 
doctor. 
Don Robinson (G. 
Company) 
7050 Burnt Creek 
Loop, Bismarck, ND 
58501 
1941 - Christmas dinner on a troop train headed from the 
Cow Palace, San Fransisco, CA, to Umatilla, Oregon -
guarding a huge ammunition supply depot in cement igloos 
half buried in the ground and covered with dirt. (Editor's Note: 
Now used as supply depot for U.S. Supply of Bacteria/Posion 
Gas Warfare) G. Company moved to assignments in Montana 
to guard key points against saboteurs now know as terrorists. 
1942 - Christmas - Guadalcanal; G Company, 2nd 
Battalion, was 1st Marine Division Reserve. Hot Turkey dinner 
served in the Coconut Grove where 2nd BN was camped, 
attended Christmas services in the same area. 
1943 - Christmas Day - Landed on Bougainville. 
1944 - Enroute to North Dakota on a Christmas leave 
with priority to fly but was bumped by higher ranks (officers). 
We enlisted men, had to travel by ship, took 30 days. Returned 
to G. Company on Nergos, Philippines. There five or six Gl's 
from the 164th, don't recall their names. 
1945 - Christmas - Grand Forks, ND; September 1945, 
discharged from the Army. 
My mother didn't look with much favor on strong drinks. 
When I arrived home and looked in the refrigerator, there was 
a full quart of cold American beer waiting for me. I knew I was 
home and the war was over. 
Clifford Ottinger (H Company/ Service Co. - 1st Sgt.) 
P.O. Box 234, Corvallis, MT 598028-0234 
1941-Christmas-Dells, OR; relief driver for Martin Beilke, 
with Service Company truck convoy from Cow Palace, San 
Fransisco, CA through northern California over the icy 
mountain roads. Christmas dinner -Dells, Oregon. A fine farm 
family arrived at the armory to invite 3 soldiers for Christmas 
Day turkey dinner on their farm. Accompanying Ottinger were 
Walter Ensminger and Melvin Rivikin, two very good 
conversationalists that provided Ottinger to indulge more than 
a full share of turkey on servings. 
1942 - Christmas - Gaudalcanal; Hot Turkey dinner. 
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1943 - Bougainville - Landed on Christmas Day, - Had 
Christmas dinner aboard the Navy transport ship. The sailors 
told us that an Admiral was on board and it had been 
designated as his Flag ship. One sailor called my 
attention to the huge 
U.S. Battle Fleet 
sailing along - ships 
could be seen to the 
horizon. The battle 
ship U.S. Washington 
loomed up very large. 
Mount Bagano, active 
volcano was smoking 
when we landed. 
1944 - Christmas - Bougainville; Big turkey dinner, touch 
football game, beer, movies, and a few shakes from our 
backyard volcano. 
1945-Christmas- Discharged, June 14, 1945; Christmas 
dinner with folks in Anoka, MN, as they had moved there from 
Jamestown, ND. 
Steve Chemistruck (Anti-Tank Co.) 
E. Ridgetrail, NE, Albuquerque, NM 87112 
(505) 299-7563 
1943- March; Entered service from Rockville, CN. Basic 
Training, Fort Leonard, MO, with 75th Infantry Division. 
Chemistruck responded to a call for volunteers to serve as 
replacements in the Pacific Theatre. Traveled to New 
Caledonia, Fiji Islands, joined 164th Anti-Tank Co. 1943-
Christmas Day arrived on Bougainville. 
1944 - Christmas on Bougainville, Philippines, Leyte, 
Cebu. 
1945 - December 7, - Arrived at Fort Devens, CN. -
discharged - home for Christmas with his parents in 
Connecticut. 
Art !arson, ? ?seated unknown, Philippino boy. Picture taken 
doorway of living quarters in the Philippines. 
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December 7, 2001 
Dear Jim: 
To The Editor : 
I meant to write this ever since we spoke at the reunion, which 
we enjoyed, as always. Thank you and the committee for the 
hard work you do for us. 
I had started to tell you about our company street in Claiborne. 
Soon after arriving in Louisiana and the red clay, we had all 
the rain as you all remember. Our company decided to put in 
duck walks. I remember we had just got our replacements 
who were all ND, SD, and MN, residents. I was a Cpl. in Co. 
D and had the chore of installing these "walks". I had a crew 
of about 20 men, most of them new to our company. 
Everything seemed to work swell. We had a crew sawing the 
lumber, a crew putting in the 2 X 4's and leveling them and 
another bunch nailing the cross pieces on. I was patroling 
the project when I happened to look in one tent and there sat 
about 6-8 men smoking and visiting - I entered the tent and 
ordered the men back outside to work. They got up but one 
man said, "Do we have to do this?" I told him, "Yes. you do." 
They went back to work and as I passed again , the same 
man asked, "Are you sure we have to do this?" I was getting 
a little hot and I asked him why he thought he shouldn't work 
like the rest of us! He answered, "Well you see, we belong in 
"C" Company and we were just over here visting!" Some of 
our buddies will remember donating labor to D Company. It 
really doesn't seem like 60 years ago - I hope this finds you 
well. 
Sincerely, 
Doug M. Mahon 
Mesa, AZ 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
December 7, 2001 
Enclosed, my check for the Newsletter dues. Use the rest for 
what ever is needed. 
In yesterdays mail I received a very nice Christmas greeting 
and letter from the Janus Acompora's. 
Thank you for the fine job you do on the letter. I look forward 
to every issue. 
Sincerely, 
Dolores Hoff (Mrs. Don) 
923 Bradley A. 
Eau Claire, WI 
Merry Christmas to all who work on the Newsletter and may 
the New Year treat you well. 
October 1 7, 2001 
Jim Fenelon 
2510 South 6 St. A-31 
Marshalltown, IA 50158 
Dear Jim, 
Thanks for your letter and for returning my drawing and photo. 
It was a real pleasure to finally meet you at the reunion in 
Bismarck, after talking to you by letter and phone. I look 
forward to your offer of getting together for coffee the next 
time you pass through the Twin Cities. · 
My wife Marilyn and I considered it a privilege to be among 
the 164 veterans and their families up in Bismarck, and the 
experience is one we won't soon forget. Being just the son 
and daughter-in-law of a 164 vet now long gone, we were a 
little nervous that we would feel out of place and a little 
awkward. The friendliness and openness of everyone involved 
assured that those feelings didn't last long. My special thanks 
go out to my Dad's cronies in HQ Co. , Bob Olson, Doug Burtell , 
Ray Sinkbeil , Gordon St. Claire and Fred Maier, for taking us 
under their wing , as well as to Les Wichmann of B Co. whom 
I knew from down here in the Twin Cities. But thanks also to 
all we met and spoke with . It was our honor. 
As it happens we are living through a time when Americans 
must once again rise to a horrible challenge. But instead of 
dispiriting the country, the challenge seems to have renewed 
a spirit of patriotism in most, and engendered a confidence 
that we can and will prevail. How can Americans feel so certain 
that we have what it takes to defend our country and see this 
through? Mostly because we have been taught that lesson 
by generations that went before, who rose to the occasion 
and did their duty when they had to. To me the 164th Infantry 
is a pre-eminent example of that. If America remains a great 
country, it will be in large part because of the heritage that 
you and others like you preserved. That is why it was a 
privilege for us to be among you , if only for a few days. 
As you know Jim, I have been doing a little research into 
164th history over the last year. I'm sending along copies of 
some material I dug up. You may already be familiar with 
this , but in case you 're not, I think you might find it interesting . 
I look forward to speaking with you again soon. 
Sincerely, 
Robert Dodd, Jr. 
9183 E. Courthouse Blvd. Ct. 
Inver Grove Heights, MN 55077 
(651) 457-2547 
e-mail: robert.dodd@wetsgroup.com 
Hangover headache that went down to his knees. 
arri on ellor 
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November 26, 2001 August2,2001 
Dear Sir: Hello Jim, 
Enclosed is my check for $10.00 for dues and $10.00 to help That Mr. David Dougan is quite a guy! I went to school with 
with the cost of the newsletter. Archie's older brother, Bryan in 1928-29-30. 
Sincerely, 
James P. Curran 
29 Greenwood St. 
Worcester, MA O 1607 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
October 28, 2001 
Hi Jim: 
One of the high points in the last few years for me, was 
attending my first 164th Infantry Reunion. You can bet, if 
possible, I'll never miss another, just meeting and renewing 
old friendships of long ago, was wonderful. 
I've enclosed pictures taken at the Reunion, some fine, some 
not so, I'm a poor photo taker, still trying. 
My daughter, Mary Lou Drain, told me, that she didn't think a 
Reunion could be so enjoyable, she met so many true friends, 
she now has next year's date already on her calendar. 
Jim, I spent some time in B.I.A. here and in Portland, Oregon, 
besides being Center Director, at the Job Corps in Minnesota 
Chippewa Ranch, Mahnomen, Minnesota. Then to Area 
Office, Portland, Anadarko, Oklahoma. Principal also of, 
Chemewa Indian School, Salem, Oregon 3+ years, also, Jim, 
after being wounded in the South Pacific, I took the job of 
setting up a perimeter below the Phillipines, at Hallamerra 
(sp?) for the 13th Air Force from which I was discharged. 
Jim, keep up the excellent 164th lnfrantry News, making it 
the best in the country. 
As Always, 
Bill Tucker, "M" Company 
William J. Tucker 
1 03 Meadowlane Dr. 
Chickasha, OK 73108 
405-222-1939 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dear Sirs: 
Your organization was very important to Arthur K. Amos. 
To tell you the following hurts more than I can say. 
Arthur K. Amos died the 30th of September, 2001. 
Sincerely, 
Mrs. A. K. Amos 
7400 Crestway, #621 
San Antonio, TX 78239 
(Editor's Note: Mrs. Amos has joined the 164th as an Associate 
Member, thanks.) 
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I sent him pictures of Headquarters and "C" Company from 
the 1940 regimental book; it also has names of the men in 
the companies. I also suggested he write to the VFW post in 
Grafton, there might be someone who remembers Archie on 
the canal. 
I don't know if you knew Archie personally but he was one of 
the best first basemen I've ever seen! 
You would never know I used to be an ornamental penman. 
To be a good penman you have to practice every day. They 
don't even teach penmanship in schools now. 
I would sure like to go back to Bismarck next month, it is too 
difficµlt to travel these days. Ralph Rothrock and Wally 
Starkenberg and wife used to take the Redeye out of LAX 
and really enjoy the Reunions. 
Have fun, 
Neil Tennyson "Slug" 
164th Battalion, Suva, Figi 
(ps. I don't know who put this article in the bulletin.) 
(pss. Things got better for me in 1944. On Bougainville, Capt. 
Arthur L. Griffiths broke me from Cpl. to Private, for making 
Lt. Robb E. Leaver finance officer. The day the order came 
out the officers were having a party at the C.P. and they started 
a rumor that Cpl. Tennyson was C.O. of Headquarters 
Company. Lt. Col. Mjogdalen and Cpt. Morris Stroud 111 
Medical Officer were having a drink and Lt. Col Mjogdalen 
asked Morris who was this guy Tennyson? Morris said he's a 
good man, he does a lot of paper work for me. Col. Mjogdalen 
said his Sgt. Major was going home on rotation. Capt. Stroud 
said I would make a good one. Two days later Pvt. Tennyson 
was transferred to 3rd BN Hdqrts. and made Sgt. Major in 
one jump!!! 
Morris Strouds 111 company is the company who produced 
ATABERN for malaria and is why he was sent to the South 
Pacific. I used to type his personal letters for him and we kept 
in touch after the war. Guess what , his family was worth in 
1944???) 
Neil Tennyson 
~ e /Yl CJ C.,,.-L(~., c., r /Yl tl, ,() ;t: h e ha., ,() e ol C) /JI 
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Bill Moyer 
Columnist/Lecturer 
November 5, 2001 
Dear Buddy Ben: 
First I would like to wish you and the staff of the 164th Infantry 
Association and their families a very happy Thanksgiving and 
holiday season. You all do a great job bringing to all the 
members, memories of a time we were all together for a great 
cause. You also give us news of the buddies who are still 
with us. 
Being a member, I was able to find great guys from the 164th. 
Headquarters Company, John Juvinal, Milton Olan, Neil 
Tennyson and the wives of Don and Bob Hoff. Thru them I 
also sadly learned of many that made the last roll call. 
For these reasons I would like to be sure my dues are paid 
for 2002. Enclosed please find my check #3426 for $10.00. I 
still look forward to any friends of the 164th. Headquarters 
Company or their family, I still write to a few for that reason, I 
ordered a new membership directory in my January 25, 2001 
letter: printed in the July 2001 newsletter, the last one I received 
and look forward to the next. They are always very interesting 
and brings to mind old friends. 
God Bless America, 
Janus Acampora 
24 lnverell Dr. 
Toms River, NJ 08757-5944 
(ps. Here I am thanking my guests at my 85th birthday.) 
photo attached: 
Caption: JanusAcampora,Reg. Hdqrs. Co., thanking his guests at 
his 85 th birthday party. 
Presidents Message 
Two dates that will be in people's memories for a 
long time are 12/7/1941 and 9/11/2001. These dates, 
when readers of history see them will recall that our 
country came under attack by evil forces. These dates 
placed a gray cloud over the nation and the upcoming 
holidays. The two dates created major changes in the 
world in which we live, along with the great worry caused 
October 15, 2001 
Dear Mr. Kemp: 
Thanks for the information; I am proud to become a member 
of the 164th Association, in memory of my father - 1st Lt. 
Archie Dougan of Fargo, who served on Guadalcanal as XO 
of "C" Company, 164th. Dad passed away in October 1970 
but told us many stories of his 7 years in the ND National 
Guard and service on Guadalcanal. 
Keep us on the mailing list. 
David Dougan 
(Editor's Note: "Archie" Dougan, returned to the U.S., was 
hospitalized, then sent to Europe - landed D+4, David Dougan, 
his son has joined the 164th Association as an Associate Life 
Member. David you honor your Dad's memory.) 
"SLUG'S" HOT SEAT!! OR, WON'T YOU SIT DOWN? 
(News - Hq. Co. 164th Infantry Suva, Figi, 1943) 
Cpl. "Slug" Tennyson had a brainstorm. It seemed that the 
pests in the latrine annoyed "Slug". What to do? A snap of the 
fingers and an idea was born. "Why, I know what I'll do," says 
"Slug", ... "Tear Gas!" "That ought to fix 'em!" The latrine got 
its dose of tear gas, and how. "Slug" took a last look and with 
a triumphant grin walked happily away, his halo perched 
jauntily on his head. Little did "Slug" know what was to follow. 
Soon after, our boys began paying their regular visits to the 
rest room where they were shocked to find their comrades 
and then themselves crying away shamefully. The tears were 
welling down their faces in ever widening paths. Then to their 
utter amazement, they simultaneously felt the "itches". The 
more they scratched the more they itched. What a scene! 
Very touching! Finally it dawned upon the bewildered 
individuals - "Tear Gas!" Out of their stupor, up and out, vowing 
vengeance on the perpetrator of this dastardJy plot, ran the 
victims to find comfort and solace at their "neighborhood 
medics". A posse was formed to deal with our unsuspecting 
culprit, "Slug", who through devious channels not to be 
mentioned, got wind of impending disaster and opportunely 
lied himself off to the hospital: 
But, the "Brotherhood of the Hot Seat" will never forgive or 
forget. Yes, there were many who cracked the dictionary to 
find out if what they had ............ was "psoriasis". 
by the vicious and cowardly attacks. Our prayers and 
deepest sympathies go to those people that have suffered 
the loss of loved ones as a result of the two dates. Please 
remember them in your Christmas prayers. 
Don Robinson 
President 
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The 164TH Infant:ry RegimntOn 
Guaidailcainail, 1942 
By Eugene H. Jr. Grayson 
Fifty-six years ago, an untested and untried National Guard 
lnfanty regiment from North Dakota played a major role during 
the most decisive battle involving American ground troops in 
the early stages of World War II. That battle, the second battle 
for Henderson Field-ended Japanese offensive action on 
Guadalcanal. Yet the role of that regiment-the 164th Infantry-
during the darkest days of the Guadalcanal Campaign has 
been largely overlooked by military historians. Some of the 
soldiers in the regiment-in diaries at the time and in memoirs 
later-help tell the story. 
In cooperation with military forces of the United Nations, 
hold New Caledonia against attack. These orders from the 
task force commander heading into the newly designated 
South Pacific Theater of Operations would ulitmately set the 
stage for the first commitment of an Army regiment into combat 
during the early days of World War II. (Prior to that, only in 
the Philippines had U.S. Army units met and engaged the 
enemy, during the disastrous withdrawal in the face of the 
Japanese onslaught.) 
It was clear that the understrength 1st Marine Division, 
which had gone ashore on Guadalcanal (code named Cactus) 
in August 1942, was in serious danger of losing this vital 
outpost and could not have held it without the timely arrival 
and commitment into combat of this superb Army regiment. If 
one examines "combat at its best," then the role of the 164th 
Infantry Regiment and the results it achieved during the 
Guadalcanal campaign offer a classic example. Three 
elements made it stand out: its previous extensive training 
program in the United States and on New Caledonia. its 
outstanding leadership at all levels, and the Ml Garand rifle, 
which it carried into combat for the first time. 
Major General Millard Harmon, Commanding General, 
Army Forces in the South Pacific, recognized very early the 
importance of Guadalcanal and its airfield in controlling the 
air and sea routes into Australia and New Zealand, and in 
supporting follow-on offensive operations up through New 
Guinea. After butting heads with Rear Admiral Kelly Turner, 
who was vigorously promoting the dispersal of forces 
throughout the area of operations, General Harmon made a 
decision. His communique to Admiral Robert Ghormley, 
Commander of South Pacific Area, on 6 October 1942, clearly 
illustrates his strategic perspective of the Southern Theater. 
"If we do not succeed in holding Cactus-Ringbolt (the code 
name for the Guadalcanal area), our effort in the Santa Cruz 
will be a total waste-and loss. The Solomons has to be our 
main effort. The loss of Cactus-Ringbolt would be a four way 
victory for the (Japanese)-provide a vanguard for his strong 
Bismarck position, .... give (them) a jumping off place against 
the New Hebrides, (and) effectively cover (their) operations 
against New Guinea. 
It is my personal conviction that the (Japanese are) capable 
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of retaking Cactus-Ringbolt and will do so in the near future 
unless it is materially strengthened I further believe that 
appropriate increase in garrison. rapid improvement of 
conditions for air operations, and increased surface action, if 
accomplished in time, will make the operation so costly that 
(they) will not attempt it." 
Two specific areas in Harmon's letter indicate his theater 
perspective: First, the inclusion of a suitable all-weather B-17 
staging field on Cactus, in order to extend reconnaissance 
and provide a heavy strike force, and second, the immediate 
reintorcement of Cactus by not less than the equivalent of 
one infantry regiment. The message was also a clear example 
of his understanding of the actions necessary at the 
operational level to gain and maintain the initiative until 
additional forces of all services could be deployed to the 
Pacific. 
A platoon guide sergeant in Company E, 2nd Battalion, 
164th Regiment, later wrote: It was important that the best 
regiment available be selected to reinforce the Marines. The 
situation on Guadalcanal was critical and only a limited 
number of men could be logistically supported on the Island. 
It was necessary that the Americans get the ·greatest fight 
per pound of logistics support delivered. The reinforcing 
regiment represented the US. Army in its first land combat 
s~nce the fall of the Philippines. The eyes of the world, of 
countrymen, of friends, and of foes were on the island of 
Guadalcanal. It was important to the Americans to win. They 
needed to send their very best. (From The Battle of Coffin 
Corner, by Brigadier General John Stannard. Gallatin, 
Tennessee. 1992.) 
Setting the Stage 
On 25 June 1942 Admiral Ernest J. King directed Admiral 
Chester W. Nimitz to prepare for offensive operations in the 
Lower Solomons. Once the Army-Navy command squabble 
was resolved by a boundary shift to include the area of 
operations in the South Pacific Theater, the 1st Marine Division 
(minus), enroute to New Zealand, was selected as the primary 
ground combat force. The area selected for the first offensive 
of the war included Guadalcanal , Tulagi , and Gavutu-
Tanambogo Islands, with Guadalcanal being the main effort 
(Map 1 ). 
Not much was known about Guadalcanal at the time. The 
island was 90 miles long, 25 miles wide, with extremely heavy 
rainfall, numerous rivers and streams, and a nearly 
impassable jungle. Malaria and dengue fever, along with many . 
other tropical diseases, were rampant throughout the area. 
No updated maps of any of the three islands were available. 
The operation would be conducted on a shoestring by an 
understrength division deep in "enemy country," with 
insufficient tactical air and with naval support far inferior to 
what the Japanese could bring to the fight. For Tulagi, Gavutu, 
and Tanambogo, the Raider and parachute battalions, 
supported by the 2nd Battalion, 5th Marines, would conduct 
the operation. The main effort would be directed on 
Guadalcanal with the 1st and 5th Regiment (minus) and major 
support units including the 11th Artillery Regiment. Securing 
the Tulagi-Gavutu islands proved to be a much tougher job 
than expected, with more than 20 percent casualties before 
the islands were cleared. On 7 August the Marines went 
ashore in the vicinity of Lunga point (Map 2). The landings 
were unopposed, and this was fortunate since the off-loading 
from ship to shore did not go well. Because of a major shortage 
in amphibious shipping, much of the equipment required for 
the operation had been left behind, including prime movers. 
(The decision to leave the 155mm howitzers, especially, would 
come back to haunt the division during subsequent 
operations.) 
Major General (later General) Alexander A. Vandergrift, 
commander of the first Marine Division, was faced with a 
nearly impossible situation-and mission. He did not have 
enough troops to begin with and had to hold a line around the 
airfield. His only course of action was to establish a defensive 
line along the Lunga River-about 9,600 yards, which included 
the village of Kukum, to Lunga Point and to the Lunga River 
(Map 3). Early, tough fights along the Tenaru and superb 
fighting by the Marines from well-dug-in positions took a high 
toll on the attacking Japanese. Air support, which at times 
was extremely limited as a result of the daily damage to 
Henderson Field, was provided by the few F4Fs and SDBs, 
augmented by old Army P-39s, P-40s, and P-400s, which-
although incapable of high-altitude dogfights-were magnificent 
in a close-support role for the frontline Marines. The bitter 
fight on Bloody Ridge that turned back the first major Japanese 
attack also came close to being a disaster; the force between 
the ridge and the airfield would not have been enough if the 
Japanese had broken through. Other fights later took place 
along the Matanikau River and in the Point Cruz area, and 
even with the arrival of the 7th Marine Regiment, the combat 
strenght available could do little more than hold a narrow line 
with too many gaps in it. 
Without immediate reinforcement, the struggle to hold the 
perimeter, around Henderson Field was in jeopardy. In early 
October, the 164th Infantry Regiment was alerted for 
deployment to Guadalcanal. 
On 9 October the USS Zeilin and USS McCauley were 
loaded and, by late afternoon, pulled out of Nomuea harbor 
bound for Guadalcanal. Lieutenant colonel Samuel Baglien, 
the regimental executive officer wrote that the trip was 
uneventful, with the soldiers pulling routine duties, including 
fire and embarkation drills. As dawn broke on the 13th, the 
two troop transports arrived at Kukum Beach and immediately 
began unloading troops and eguipment. Within hours, while 
the regiment was still moving eguipment from the beach, came 
the first of what seemed to be daily Japanese air attacks. By 
mid-afternoon, the second air attack hit, and around 1800, 
Japanese artillery struck the beach area. Japanese bombers, 
escorted by Zeros were a constant problem for the 
undermanned and undereguipped Cactus Air Force; and it 
was difficult to mount a coordinated counter-air campaign 
because of the daily damage to the airfield's runway. 
The artillery shelling by Japanese 150mm guns posed a 
particular problem: Since the Marine 105mm and 75mm guns 
were outranged, no effective counterbattery fire was possible. 
As bad as the bombing was, however, nothing compared to 
the nightly shelling by battleships, cruisers, and destroyers, 
which owned the hours of darkness in the southern Solomons. 
The regiment's baptism by fire on the receiving end of a 
devastating naval gunfire attack came shortly after midnight 
on the 14th, when the beach area was pounded for more 
than three hours. Suitable cover was hard to find, and there 
was no time to dig in. The infantrymen and marines took 
whatever cover they could find. Colonel Baglien later wrote, 
"A New Zealand colonel who was attached to the 1st Division 
commented that the naval shelling on the 14th was much 
worse than anything he had experienced on Crete from 
German naval gunfire." (From An Account of the 164th Infantry 
Regiment on Guadalcanal from 7 October19.42 through 
February 23, 1943.) 
On 15 October the 164th, under the command of Colonel 
Bryant E. Moore, was officially attached to the 1st marine 
Division and moved into defensive positions, replacing the 
1st Marine Regiment. 
Once the 164th Infantry moved into the lines, General 
Vandegrift totally reorganized the perimeter and established 
five separate regimental sectors, with the 164th assigned the 
longest, which was some 6,000 yards. The Kukum area was 
assigned to the 3rd Defense Battalion with the reinforced 1st 
Special Weapons Battalion. The Army regiment tied into this 
line along the beach and llu River, to a position near Bloody 
Ridge. The 7th (-), 1st (-), and 5th (-) Marine Regiments 
completed the defensive perimeter. The 164th began active 
patrolling immediately after tying in positions with Marine units 
on both flanks and, for the next several days, at extended 
distances, although the terrain made any sightings impossible. 
After one week on the line, Colonel Baglien recorded in his 
diary: 
This is a peculiar war. We have an airfield on our regimental 
reserve line-the (Japanese) navy hits us in the rear, we fight 
them to our front, they bomb the Hell out from the air, and we 
are holding a little piece of ground roughly six miles wide and 
three miles deep ..... It looks like we are in for a rough time. 
Baglien's monograph, which provides a particularly vivid 
account of the regiment's early days on Guadalcanal, also 
listed the following activity: 
Japanese Plans to Secure Henderson Field 
The critical importance of regaining complete control of 
Guadalcanal was not lost on senior Japanese planners. 
During mid-October, thousands of replacement infantrymen 
and additional artillery and support troops were funneled onto 
the island. Lieutenant General Harukichi Hyakutake 
commanding general of the 179th Japanese Army, had 
developed an attack plan that he was convinced would result 
in the destruction of the American forces on the island. The 
plan included a comprehensive deception, using forces along 
the Matanikau to pin U.S. Marine infantry battalions in place, 
while nine infantry battalions under command of the 2nd 
Japanese Infantry Division (supported by an ample amount 
of artillery and engineer support) would conduct the main 
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attack against the Allied flank and drive through Henderson 
Field . By capturing the airfield, the Japanese would drive any 
remaining Allied forces toward the Matanikau, where they 
would be trapped between two major Japanese units. 
Movement began on 16 October, and nine Japanese 
battalions headed through the deep jungle for the Allied flank, 
while five battalions, supported by a tank platoon and artillery, 
moved toward the Matanikau. From General Hyakutake's 
perspective, his plan should have ensured a complete victory. 
The Japanese 150s outranged Marine 105s and 75s. Every 
night, warships sailed into Sealark Channel and shelled U.S. 
Marine and Army positions, including the air-field. With 20,000 
fresh troops , and banking on the element of surprise , 
Hyakutake's plan was logical and had an excellent chance of 
succeeding. 
On 20 October the first clash occurred along the Matanikau 
when patrols from both sides began running into each other 
in front of the main Marine defensive positions. The first 
Japanese attack supported by two tanks was quickly broken 
up by Marine artillery and 37mm guns. Three days later, a 
more serious attack struck the Marines, this time supported 
by nine tanks and a massive artillery preparation. Once again , 
the Marine positions held , and the 37s destroyed eight of the 
tanks , while the ninth one was hit by a halftrack 75mm. 
At the division command post, this appeared to be the 
anticipated main attack for several reasons, one of which was 
that the Matanikau was the only suitable terrain for an attack. 
The decision was therefore made on 24 October to pull the 
2nd Battalion, 7th Regiment, off line where it tied into the 164th 
Infantry's 2nd Battalion, and move it toward the west and to 
occupy another sector in the perimeter (Map 4). This resulted 
in a 2,800-yard line, which was filled by Lieutenant Colonel 
Lewis Puller's 1st Battalion. Meanwhile, stragglers returning 
through friendly lines were reporting major Japanese forces 
moving through the jungle toward the Bloody Ridge area, and 
this created major concern in the command post (CP). Since 
it was too late to respond , however, the 1st and 2nd BattaJions 
in the 164th, along with Marines 1st Battalion , 7th Regiment, 
remained vigilant and prepared to receive the expected attack. 
Stannard wrote : 
American intelligence had failed to develop even a 
suspicion that a large enemy force was positioned near the 
southwest portion of the perimeter. Even though Japanese 
radio messages were intercepted, daily aerial reconnaissance 
flights were conducted, numerous foot patrols by native scouts, 
Marine snipers, and Marine and Army squads were out daily, 
none of these intelligence resources had discovered any sign 
of the Sendai Division moving to the east, around the 
perimeter, into attack positions. 
Both General Vandegrift and Brigadier General Roy S. 
Geiger, who was in temporary command for a time, were 
convinced that the main Japanese attack would come from 
the west and not against the south or east sides of the 
perimeter. The 2nd Battalion, 7th Regiment, was moved to 
the Matanikau salient, and Puller's battalion tied into Company 
E, 2nd Battalion, 164th Infantry. 
Harry Wiens, a soldier in the 164th, recorded the start of 
the fateful night as follows: 
The evening of the 24th would have started routinely except 
that it was raining. We placed a shelter half over the entrance 
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trench to our dugout and were sleeping when firing broke out 
to the southeasterly side of the perimeter. We listened for a 
while, and then the alert canie. (From My Own Little Corner 
of the War: A Look Back After 50 Years to Guadalcanal, Scotts 
Valley, California, 1992.) 
Wiens further recorded that Lieutenant Colonel Robert 
Hall , commanding the 3rd Battalion (which was in reserve) , 
while getting the battalion on the road, sent two lieutenants 
(accompanied by Wiens) to the division (CP) for instructions: 
We entered the CP and the lieutenants reported there was 
an older, somewhat broad shouldered gray-haired officer in 
the right side of the tent. The first question he asked was 
"where are they?" One lieutenant answered, "The troops are 
just leaving the coconut grove." General Geiger turned and 
just above a whisper, in what seemed like a low intense prayer, 
murmured "why don't they hurry?" The General then stopped 
in front of the lieutenants and most calmly instructed them, 
pointing to a map, to take the troops onto "that ridge." 
At dust on the 23rd the attack against Marine positions 
along the Matanikau began with a massive artillery preparation 
(Map 5). Two Japanese battalions hit the 3rd Battalion, 1st 
Regiment, and 3rd Battalion, 7th Regiment, supported by a 
tank company while three more battalions struck from the 
south against the 2nd Battalion, 7th Regiment lines. This was 
the long-expected main attack, thus diverting attention from 
the eastern postions and achieving exactly the reaction 
General Hyakutake had counted on. Stannard writes that the 
decision to move the 2nd Battalion, 7th Regiment, off-line 
because of the expected enemy attack in the west might well 
have turned out to be the worst and most costly decision the 
Americans made concerning Guadalcanal. Again, Puller's 1st 
Battalion now occupied a thin 2,800-yard line that tied into 
the 2nd Battalion, 164th Infantry, line with Company Eon the 
ri·ght flank. 
On the 24th the Sendai Division-with three infantry 
battalions in each wing, followed by three more in reserve-
slowly made its way through the dense jungle into attack 
positions. Around 2200 hours, the Japanese struck. The major 
attack hit the "Corner" where Company E. 2nd Battalion, 164th 
Infantry, defended, and west into the Marines' 1st Battalion 
lines occupied by Company A. Marine artillery dropped rounds 
only 40 yards in front of the wire, while the 164th's mortar 
platoon from Company H fired some 1,600 rounds in front of 
the Army and Marine infantry companies. As the offensive 
grew in intensity, even the final protective fires could not halt 
the furious attack. 
Around midnight, breakthroughs were beginning to occur 
along the thin front lines of the 1st Battalion, 7th Marines. 
The 3rd platoon from the 164th's Company E, 2nd Battalion, 
was attached to the Marine battalion to reinforce the line, soon 
to be followed by the reserve company. Army and Marine 
units were intermingled to a large extent, because Army 
platoons were inserted in the line wherever gaps occurred. 
Even with six Army platoons mixed in with the Marine units, 
by 0300 hours the line began to falter before the Sendai 
Division's brutal attack. The night would soon turn favorable 
for the American defenders, however, as the 164th Infantry 
threw the weight of its fresh 3rd Battalion into the fight. As 
these soldiers arrived, Puller and Hall made no attempt to 
rearrange the lines but led the Army troops into position as 
they arrived; they were totally interspersed with Marines. 
\ 
' 
Colonel Baglien writes that "upon arrival. desperate hand 
to hand fighting was in progress-and in some cases. hand to 
hand combat tor the possession of foxholes and 
emplacements." Lieutenant Colonel Frank 0. Hough writes. 
... with characteristic resolution, the Japanese struck at the 
Marines again and again throughout the night. The Bushido 
spirit was unswerving, but the flesh could not endure the 
concentrated fire from the combined U.S. infantry battalions, 
the artillery, and 37mm's from the neighboring 2nd Battalion, 
164th Infantry. By dawn, (the commander of the 2nd Japanese 
Division) called back his men to regroup for later attacks, and 
Puller and Hall began to reorganize their intermingled 
battalions. (From Pearl Harbor to Guadalcanal, Volume 1, 
History of the U.S. Marine Operations in WWII, Center of 
Military History, 1989.) 
Once the reorganization was complete, the entire 164th 
Regiment was on line, with its 3rd Battalion tied in with 1st 
Battalion, 7th Marines, on the southern slopes of bloody Ridge, 
supported by four 37mm guns at the juncture, and connected 
with 2nd Battalion on the left flank and tied into 1st Battalion. 
It was obvious another attack was coming. This time it would 
be better planned, and the main attack would hit the 164th 
lines. (Wiens writes that one excited Marine guide returned 
to the CP with a firm pronouncement that he was going to get 
himself an M-1 even if he had to steal it (Many marines had 
been armed with the1903 Springfield.) He had been guiding 
one of our sergeants, with his men following, to a line position, 
when they met five (Japanese). The Marine said he'd shot 
one, and the sergeant. armed with an M-1. dispatched the 
other four before he could retract his bolt and chamber another 
round.) 
During the daylight hours on the 25th, hasty preparations 
were being made all along the 164th line. In the Army's official 
history, The War in the Pacific: Guadalcanal: The First 
Offensive, John Miller writes that the 60mm mortars were 
emplaced behind the lines to put fire directly on the barbed 
wire; 81 mm mortars behind the light mortars to hit the edge 
of the jungle; and four 37mm guns covered the juncture of 
the 2nd and 3rd Battalions. The regimental reserve was 
constituted from the service and antitank companies, which 
moved into postions previously occupied by the 3rd Battalion, 
while the 3rd Battalion, 2nd Marines, constituted the division 
reserve. 
Adding to the already intense pressure from the previous 
night, Japanese destroyers sailed into the channel and shelled 
the airfield and beach area, while enemy aircraft bombed and 
strafed U.S. positions in seven separate attacks. Even Pistol 
Pete was active, firing artillery rounds into the Marine and 
Army sectors from 0800 to 1000. Because of the heavy mud-
added to damage caused by enemy fires-planes were unable 
to take off. By mid-afternoon, however, they took to the air 
and destroyed 22 Japanese planes. 
Shortly after 2000 hours, Japanese artillery began hitting 
the lines, and as darkness arrived, the major attack hit with 
full fury. This time, the main effort was straight at the 2nd and 
3rd Battalions of the 164th, with the fight spilling over into the 
1st Battalion, 7th Marine Regiment lines. From midnight until 
sunrise, the Japanese hit hard with elements of two reinforced 
regiments, but never made a major penetration, even 1hQYgh 
hand-to-hand combat was occurring up and down the lines. 
Company E. 2nd Battalion 164th Infantry, located at the 
"Corner," took the brunt of the attack by groups of 30 to 200 
enemy assaulting the perimeter. Colonel Baglien's account 
published in the May 1944 Infantry Journal ("The Second 
Battle for Henderson Field," page 23) indicates that 
theJapanese 29th and 16th Regiments-both experienced and 
well-seasoned from China, the Philippines, Burma, and java-
spearheaded the strong attack. 
Stannard writes that Japanese tactics were the same as 
they had been on the previous night. Assaults were made by 
groups supported by machinegun and mortar fires.and were 
met by heavy fires from all available American weapons. The 
(Japanese) could not penetrate or force back the line of the 
164th Infantry. 
During the bitter fight, Marine artillery played a critical role 
and was brought in extremely close to the lines. (One FO 
telephoned back to the FDC with the message, -Bring the 
rounds in another ten yards and we'll scratch our names on 
them as they go by. - The attack by the Sendai Division at 
dark on 25 October was the final Japanese offensive action 
on Guadalcanal. It was much stronger and better planned 
than the attack the previous night and held within it the promise 
of victory. But American defensive positions were also stronger 
and the perimeter much better organized. By morning the 
bodies of more than 1 , 700 enemy soldiers were counted in 
front of the Regiment's positions, probably many more back 
in the dense jungle. 
The performance of this former National Guard regiment 
was superlative in every respect. Stannard writes: The fighting 
spirit and dedication to duty of both the Americans and the 
Japanese, who fought at Coffin Corner, were proven on the 
battlefield. Both sides were brave and disciplined enough to 
win. The Japanese were determined to win or die. The 
Americans were determined to win and survive. In the end, 
superior tactics and firepower gave victory to the Americans. 
General Vandegrift wrote: "The 1st Division is proud to 
have serving with it another unit which has stood the test of 
battle and demonstrated an overwhelming superiority over 
the enemy." 
The 164th Infantry Regiment would fight subsequent 
battles on Guadalcanal as an intergral part of offensive 
actions, and by early February the island would be secured 
by Major General Alexander Patch's XIV Corps, consisting of 
the 25th Infantry Division, the 2nd Marine Division, and the 
164th Regiment's parent America! Division. Other campaigns 
would see the 164th committed on Bougainville, Leyte, Cebu, 
Southeast Negros, and ultimately to Tokyo, where the 
regiment remained until sent home in November 1945. 
Colonel Eugene H. Grayson, Jr., U.S. Army, Retired, is a 
faculty member at the Marine Corps Command and Staff 
College and was previously on the faculty of the Army War 
College. He retired in 1986 after 28 years of service. 
(Editors Note: This information was provided by Associate Member 
Robert P. Dodd. While doing research for a book about his father, 
Robert Dodd, Regimental Headquarters, 164th Infantry, WWII. Bob 
Dodd, Sr., answered the Last Roll Call, 1975. See: 16th News, Vol. 
41 ., No . 1, April 2000, for the story and pictures. Thanks for the 
excellent information you sent. Many of us have never read the 
article by Colonel Eugene H. Grayson, Jr. , U.S. Army, Retired.) 
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24 Hours of Hell 
Magazine Clipping of World showing Luzon 
Credit Source: MM November/December 2001, Hampton 
Sides 
(Editor 's Note: 60 years ago the 164th Infantry Regiment (Rifle) , 
34th Division men were enjoying a peaceful quiet Sunday in 
Louisiana. Many soldiers stayed in Camp Claiborne enjoying the 
comforts of their tent home and waiting for the Sunday night repeat 
of cold cuts plus something resembling potato salad. the cold cuts 
were sometimes ref erred to as donkey d ___ I horse c ___ . Some 
soldiers had some spending money in their pockets from the recent 
payday. These lucky few had weekend passes to explore the various 
cultural environment offered to service men. Others visited the 
watering holes to sample "Cajun" food and quaff quantities of a 
local beer named Greazedick. Yes, there was such a beer, it was 
shipped in from St Louis, MO. Still some may have toured the 3 
Anti-Bel/um white houses on the levy next to the Red River of the 
South. Many men had furloughs for a Christmas trip back home. 
CANCEUED. When the radio (no IV's or Cell Phones) announced 
that Japanese forces had swept into the Pearl Harbor area and 
devastated the U.S. Fleet, all service men were ordered back to 
their respective camps. The local law enforcement authorities moved 
through the towns and cities advising service men to return to camp 
as we were in a war. Some individuals were rather reluctant to cease 
their pleasurable activities but were persuaded by the MPS and 
local (Parish) Sheriffs. At 0800, December 8, 1941 , Colonel Earl 
Sarles received orders from 34th Division Headquarters, detaching 
the 164thRegimentfrom the Division with accompanying orders to 
24~of .... 
With the attack on Peart Harbor, Japan 
I~• day-tong coonl na18d -ult 
on .._ throughout the Padflc-lncludlng 
bombing raids on Clark Fleld and Manila 
In the Phllippb- All rald9 are .itown 
here In Honolulu 
46 oovemberldecember 200 1 
move to the West Coast, San Fransisco area. Few realized that all 
hell had broken out when Pearl Harbor was bombed. lap forces 
had struck in JO areas in the Pacific within 24 hours. The globe 
above shows how wide spread the Japanese forces moved in the 
.Pacific area.) 
IMPORTANT EVENTS 
DUES FOR 2002 - are DUE YR 2002 
By mailing your yr. 2002 dues of $10.00 to Kemp SIT, -on 
or before January 15th, you will save the Association$$$$ in 
postage and notices. 
SEPTEMBER 13, 14, 15, - YEAR 2002. ANNUAL 
REUNION, HOLIDAY INN, BISMARCK, ND 
ROOM RATES $69.00 - DOUBLE OCCUPANCY 
TELEPHONE: (701) 255-6000 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS 
- Failing to send your change of address costs the 
Association $$$ to pay return postage and send you another 
newsletter. Please put "notifying 164th News" on your list of 
thing to do list when moving to a new location. THANKS -
Ben Kemp, SIT. 
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164th DIRECTORY "to be listed" 
Dues must be current. 
To order: $4.00 for one directory and $3.00 for each 
additional directory. 
(includes Postage and Handling) 
Order by December 30, 2001 - 164th News -
NO ORDER/ NO DIRECTORY 
Information must be sent to: Ben Kemp, SIT. 
11 \/Je. CJ)J.J '+ (A.JI be. he.roe.s, Sotv\e. ot lA_S hGlve. +o 
s+(.u..Jd oN +k CIA.rt, (.u..Jd CIGlp Gls +he.y 90 by, 11 
Will Rogers 
Left to Right: Guadalcanal - 1942 
Art Larson, Ed Goff, Sam Larson, Raymond Arneson, 
??unknown, Pete Burns 
Reg'imental Headquarters 3BN - Communication Section 
Art and Sam Larson (Brothers) 
Regimental Headquarter Co. - Guadalcanal. 
Photo Credit: Arly Lar on, Associate Member, widow of Art 
"Big Toe" Larson. 
Art Larson, -
Guadalcanal -1942 
Regimental Headquarters 
The Division of Historical Activities of the North Dakota 
National Guard is asking all members and prior 
members of the North Dakota National Guard to help 
with 
an artifact drive. As we all know, as members pass 
on, many articles from our military past often get lost 
or sold. The Division needs US and enemy weapons, 
uniforms, diaries , letters, pictures , and any other 
articles pertaining to both war and peace time. These 
items are needed for a future museum once private 
money is 
made available to construct such a facility. The Division 
has also been asked to provide items to the Grand 
Gallery for the National Guard Memorial , where they 
are specifically looking for items from the 164th 
Infantry. 
All items would need to be donated to the Division of 
Historical Activities of the North Dakota National Guard 
at Fraine Barrack in Bismarck, North Dakota. We 
cannot accept loans. If you have any items to donate 
or would like information, you can contact the 
individuals below. Timeliness is critical. If you could 
notify us by February 1, 2002, it would be greatly 
appreciated. 
Ben Kemp 
POB 1111 
Bismarck, ND 58502-1111 
701-222-4694 
or 
Major Pete Conlin 
Command Historian, DHA 
POB 5511 
Bismarck, ND 56560-5511 
peter.conlin@nd.ngb.army.mil 
Ttt.~~~~ 
,u1tt, ~ tt ~ GNl 
~~~. 
Turkish Proverb 
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
164TH NEWSLETTER: 
As of December 2001 
$150.00 
Members of the 164th Anti Tank Company, 
HARVEY, ND 
$114.00 
Albert Martin, Kief, ND 
$30.00 
Knute "Art" Fosaaen, Jacksonville, FL 
$15.00 
Arvid T. Thompson, St. Paul, MN 
$15.00 
Dolores Hoff, Eau Claire, WI 
$10.00 
James P. Curran, Worcester, MA 
Edwin J. "Ted" Kjelstrom, Rugby, ND 
Richard P. La Berge, Grafton, ND 
Bernard A. Scheer, Hutchinson, MN 
Robert Todd, Puyallup, WA 
$ 6.00 
John Miller, Seaside, OR 
Thanks for your contributions to the cost of producing the 
164th Newsletter. 
Each contribution from the members keeps the News 
operating for another issue. Thanks. 
The membership of the 164th Association is diminishing due 
to Last Roll Call, so help is needed if we want to continue 
sharing 164th WWII history and memories. 
THANKS. 
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Missed 
REUNION ATTENDANTS 
164th INFANTRY REGIMENT- 2001 
The following individuals were not listed as present at 
the 56th Reunion in Bismarck, ND 
Charles Adamsen 
Grafton, ND Company C 
Joel Fedje 
Hoople, ND Company E 
Des Moines Sunday Register GC 
&A 
Retaliation 
on Japan 
happened 
much later 
COX NEWS SERVICE 
Q After the Sept. 11 attacks in 
• New York and Washington. 
the United States waited a number 
of days before retaliating. I was 
wondering: What was the delay, if 
any, in the United States reaction/ 
retaliation against Japan after the 
bombing of Pearl Harbor? And 
what were the details of that 
retaliation? 
A The Japanese attacked Pearl • Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941. It 
wasn't until April 18, 1942, when 
America retaliated by sending 16 
B-25s to bomb Tokyo and three 
other Japanese targets in a raid led 
by aviation hero Lt. Col. Jimmy 
Doolittle. 
Soon after Pearl Harbor, Presi-
dent Roosevelt started pres.5ing the 
Joint Chiefs to come up with a plan 
to hit back at the Japanese home-
land. Navy Capt. Francis Low came 
up with a plan to launch bombers 
from a carrier, which had never 
been done before. Low presented 
the idea to the chief of naval oper-
ations, who ordered the idea stud-
ied, refined, and finally turned . 
over to Gen. Henry "Hap" Arnold 
of the U.S. Army Air Corps, whom 
turn gave it to Doolittle. 
Two days later, the Americans 
had the answer: The plan could be 
pursued by using B-25 bombers. By 
mid-March, after months of train-
ing, and after modifications had 
been made to the aircraft the Navy 
was ready to go. The USS Hornet 
was picked as the carrier, and by 
April the planes were put on the 
Hornet at Alameda Air Station in 
California 
When the carrier was 650 miles 
from Japan. the raid started with 
Doolittle taking off first. By one 
hour later, the 16th plane had taken 
off. 
It was considered a suicide mis-
sion, and many of the fliers didn't 
return. 
(Editors Note: The 164th was enjoying a luxury cruise aboard 
three smelly dirty Dutch ships, S.S. "Moetsuyker", S.S. "Van 
Heutz", and S.S. Cremer. The regiment had sailed from Princess 
Pier, Melbourne , Australia headed for Numea, New Caladonia, 
when the ships wireless reported the news that Tokyo had been 
bombed by US bombers. this thrilling news was most welcome by 
all the troops.) 
SUBJECT: Canan tion. 
!! ! ~ ! l i [ ! .! 12 . 
liEA[QUAR'lEBS, 164.'IH INFANTRY 
APO# 716 WJM/1 
):) March 1945 
TO All Office1'J and Enlisted Men of the 164 Regi.aental e,ombat Team, 
APO #716. 
l. During the period of 28 January 1945 to 24 ?..arch 1945 the 164 RCT 
ve.s engaged in active comba.t. operations on the Isla.nQ. of teyte, Philippine 
Archipelago. 'lhese operntions were Wldertaken quickly and efficiently despite 
the £act that mucl:l of our oquipment and necessary property- was st,iJ.l aboard 
tho ships that carried us to this island. Novertheless, the Combat Team wa.s 
quickly assembled in the Ormoo 1/alley, and active patrolling followed by much 
larg~ scale operations ge.inst the enem.1 were launch d aggressl\tt;ily. Tn~ 
en ·ar, was driven out or the ormoc Valley and forced into a pockot ot resistance 
on too stern edge of the islaoo where he was pounded unmercifully by our ar-
tillery and mortars. 
2. Throughout tht; period ot this operation we were operating 1nitiall1' 
against disorganized groups of the enaqiy but l.l.ter encoW1tered 11 organized 
and stubbornly r(::sisting Japano:1e. 'nlere re t:lnles then when the situation 
was most trying, to say the least. Each aai everyone ot you were trying to 
assess & condition that all came about when the tactical situation bocacne most 
difficult. we were then operating along extended supply lines and o.n disprQi. 
portiono.tely large trontagesJ our supply lines were under eontinu.al ha.rrass-
ment b7 the enemy noi our units were tired upon fraa all direction.,. ()h, da.y 
our cleJtEnh would be f~titli Eaet and the very next dsy they would be fight-
in back ,'iest ago.in. Yet, despite all of these attendant di.t!icul ties we broke 
the. bnck of s am.e of the toughost Ja.paneSC; rosistance yet encountered by this 
te _ • 't~ ran up a gro.nd total. of 2010 Japanese klllGd and 18 prisoners of war, 
..-hid\ is indeed~ record to be j~ proud ot forevi.;r. -
3. Each officer and enlisted mJlll h s clearly demonstr11ted such hf&h 
devotion to duty, couragu, 1nit1Ativo and 1'08¢ur<:efullnoss in this c ampa.i.€11 
that I 111'Juld be romiss ~ trq duti~s it I failed to commend you for the !in 
accanp shaient or a. most ditficult mission. ~ h.:i.ve mo.intainod a.n enviable 
reput.a.t1on through~t t,ho Am~rical Division, and we ha.ve been subjoct of warm 
praise b high r he&Lq.ua~ers. I am indeod ver7 proud to bo in camm.ruxi of such 
a tine t t u, which I know will continue to set the highest standards or 
ca:ibat ~tormanoe no mat.wr whnt the w&ioa may be. 
J
~I 0 ~· 1ML· . 
colonel, ' t.h In£°':rJ.r7 
ING r:J 
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30 Caliber MG Competition, 1936/37, Annual Governor's Day, 
Camp Grafton, ND. The competition l-1-a to shoot down gas filled 
balloon re/ea ed at the lake shore 40 feet below the shooters. 
This area is covered now by lake water. Gunners could be from 
Company D, H, or M. Anyone recognize any one in the picture? 
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Fiji Island-1943 
Young K Company men 
Photo Credit : Ralph Guagler 
Left to Right: Les Yanvig, Paul Fischer, 
? ?unknown, "Bud" Boisen, H. Dolyniuk 
( Americ al Newsletter) 
WhyTrumanDrop edTheBomb 
President Harry Truman's January 12, 1953, letter to Professor James 
L. Cate, a history professor at the University of Chicago, explains succinctly 
why he authorized the use of the Atomic bomb in August 1945. 
My Dear Professor Cate: 
Your letter of December 6, 1952, has just been delivered to me. 
When the message came to Potsdam that a successful atomic 
explosion had taken place in New Mexico, there was much excitement 
and conversation about the effect on the war then in progress with Japan. 
The next day I told the prime minister of Great Britain and Generalissimo 
Stalin that the explosion had been a success. The British prime minister 
understood and appreciated what I had told him. Premier Stalin smiled 
and thanked me for reporting the explosion to him, but I am sure he did not 
understand its significance. 
I called a meeting of the secretary of state, Mr. Byrne; the secretary of 
war, Mr. Stimson; Admiral Leahy, General Marshall, General Eisenhower, 
Admiral King and some others to discuss what should be done with this 
awful weapon. 
I asked General Marshall what it would cost in lives to land on the 
Tokio (sic) plain and other places in Japan. It was his opinion that such an 
invasion would cost at a mimimum of one quarter of a million casualties, 
and might cost as much as a million, on the American side alone, with an 
equal number of enemy. The other military and naval men present agreed. 
I asked Secretary Stimson which cities in Japan were devoted 
exclusively to war production. He promptly named Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 
among others. 
We sent an ultimatum to Japan. It was rejected. 
I ordered atomic bombs on the two cities named on the way back from 
Potsdam, when we were in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. 
In your letter, you raise the fact that the directive to General Spaatz to 
prepare for delivering the bomb is date July 25. It was, of course, necessary 
to set the military wheels in motion, as these orders did, but the final decision 
was in my hands, and was not made until we were returning from Potsdam. 
Dropping the bombs ended the war, saved lives, and gave the free 
nations a chance to face facts. 
When it looked as if Japan would quit, Russia hurried into the fray less 
than a week before the surrender, so as to be in at the settlement. No 
military contribution was made by the Russians toward victory over Japan. 
Prisoners were surrendered and Manchuria occupied by the Soviets, as 
was Korea, north of the 38th parallel. 
Harry Truman 
The White House, 
Washington, D.C. 
(The article was taken from the VFW magazine.) 
New Life Member§ 
Albert Martin 
Kief, ND 
(Albert sent a check for $164.00) 
Mrs. Arthur K. Amos 
San Antonio, TX 
Joyce E. Burd 
Tucson, AZ 
Eric K. Fosaaen 
Fargo, ND 
New Member§ 
Harold Bjornstad 
Shedd, OR WWII 
Kay Hannum 
Powell, WY 
Virginia Livinggood 
Grafton, ND 
Marcella Oiradnik 
Woodburg, MN 
Pene1tra1.1ting "The Great1t Nor1thern Sheild,, 
The rocky and barren Kurile Islands extend northeast of 
Japan's homeland, and in WWII provided the empires "Great 
Northern Shield". After driving the Japanese off of the Aleutians 
in August 1943, the U.S. began bombing the Kuriles, a 
campaign that lasted until World WW II end. 
Here are the highlights of that campaign: 
Sep. 11, 1943-the 11th Air Force suffers the loss of seven 
B-25's and two B24's, the worst in its history. 
Dec. 20, 1943-Navy planes fly their first bombing over the 
Kuriles. 
Feb. 4, 1944-Navy ships shell Paramushiro, first surface 
bombardment of the Japanese homeland. 
April 15, 1944-0peration Wedlock begins. A fictitous plan, 
it misleads the enemy regarding U.S. troop and ship 
movements. 
·June 19, 1945-A B-24 of the 404th Bombardment 
Squadron flew the longest mission in the North Pacific--
15 1 /2 hours covering 2500 miles round trip from Shemya to 
Ureppu Island. 
Aug. 14, 1945-USS Concord fires the last naval shots of 
WW II at Shasukotan Island. 
By the time Japan surrendered: 
The 404th Bombardment Squadron had flown 699 
missions, dropped 1,262,100 pounds of bombs and conducted 
39 shipping sweeps, while losing 42 men. 
The Navy's Fleet Air Wing Four lost 49 men while flying 
113 attack missions. 
242 U.S. airmen were imprisoned in the Soviet Union 
after crash landing on Kamchatka Peninsula. 
Photo!Stor\ credit Ron Vandenboom. Daily News, Havre , Montana 
John Kurtz, 164th Infantry Regiment, WWII veteran of the 
Pacific Campaign looks at Japanese flag displayed at the 
VFW Club, Havre, Montana. Kurtz enlisted in the 164th at 
Devils Lake, North Dakota. In February 1941, the unit that 
Task Force 94 & 92 bombarded the Kuriles 12 times 
and conducted six sweeps of the sea of Okhotsk. 
U.S. submarines crews lost 615 men, or 83% of all 
casualties in the campaign. The subs conducted a total of 72 
missions, sank 2,400 tons of shipping and tallied 88 victories 
in the North Pacific. 
Brian Garfield, author of "The Thousand Mile War" 
concluded, "The Kurile campaign was of far greater -value 
then the bored Aleutian servicemen imagined." It tied down 
500 Japanese planes and 41,000 ground troops. 
VITAL FOOTNOTE TO HISTORY 
One final note for those who were there, and for future 
historians. 
On August 28, 1945, the USS Missouri sailed triumphantly 
into Tokyo Bay to prepare to accept the Japanese surrender. 
Not far away, last-ditch "kamikaze" pilots began taxiing into 
position on the runway, determined to sink the American 
battleship. 
Fighter pilots were in cockpits waiting to take off to strafe 
the waters as the big ship went down in the hope of killing 
General Douglas MacArthur and Admiral Chester Nimitz and 
anybody else who happened in the line of machine gun and 
cannon fire. 
Only a last minute appeal by Prince Takamatsu, the 
emperor's younger brother, grounded the fanatics who could 
have started the whole thing over again. 
(By Herbert M. Mason Jr. in the VFW magazine) 
Kurtz was assigned to left February 20th on a very cold day 
and traveled by military trucks with no heaters to Camp 
Claiborne, Louisiana. John said it was very, very cold 
traveling, but the weather warmed up as the truck convoy 
traveled into the southern part of the U.S. Kurtz moved with 
the 164th Infantry to Australia, New Caledonia, Guadalcanal, 
Fiji Islands, Bougainville, and the Philippine Islands. Under 
the point system, Kurtz was sent home from Leyte and 
discharged in July 1945. Kurtz might have thought that he 
may never have to fight any more battles, but not true. In 
recent years, his battles have become more personal as he 
fights to help his wife, Marie, battles cancer and Multiple 
Sclerosis. Kurtz doesn't find much time to be active in 
organizations like the VFW. He is a lifetime member and 
former commander of the Havre Post 497. But, he still tries 
to make the annual reunion of his old infantry regiment, the 
164th. 
(Editor's Note: John and Marie , our prayers are with you in your 
battle for improvement in your health.) 
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Fort r Camp??? 
Recent news reports mentioned a U.S. Army base called 
Fort McNair, near Washington, D.C. What distinguishes a 
"fort" from a "camp?" By Army regulations, a fort is a 
permanent post, and a camp is a temporary installation, said 
Karen Bradshaw, an Army public information officer. 
Will you reprint the address of the organization that accepts 
used cell phones and reprograms them to call 911 so that 
abused women may be able to use them? "Called to Protect" 
provides cell phones - programmed to dial 911 only - to 
women who may have been beaten or stalked in the past. 
The program accepts any brand of cell phone, working or 
not. The phones, and any accessories, should be mailed to 
Call to Protect, 1580 E. Ellsworth Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
48108. If you include your name and address, you will be 
sent a receipt for the donation for tax purposes. For 
information, call (888) 901-7233, or you can go to the online 
address www.wirelessfoundation.org. You also can write to: 
Wireless Foundation, 1250 Connecticut Ave. NW, Suite 800, 
Washington, D.C. 20036. 
Des Moines Register GC 
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"The Ultimate Weapon" by: Charle N. Hunter 
Colonel , U.S. Army (Ret.) •WestPoint• Merrill s Marauders 
Reunion Attendants 
164th INFANTRY 
Left - to - Right: Steven & Lois Chemistruck, Don Eiche/berg 
Eichelberger & Chemistruck were on the cruise to the South 
Pacific that participated in the 50th Anniversary of the August 7, 
1942, landing by the 1st marine Division on Guadalcanal. These 3 
people traveled miles to attend the reunion in Bismarck - Thanks. 
Steven & Lois Chemistruck, Anti-Tank 
12717 East Ridge Trail, NE 
Albequerque, NM 8711 
(505) 299-7563 
Donald Eichelberg, Recon Patrol - 164th 
188 Union Street 
Sharpsville, PA 16150-1328 
(724) 962-2235 
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